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Abstract 

 
This study aims to deconstruct the nature of human beings in the novel The Giver written by Lois Lowry. This 

study is a qualitative research which applies Jacques Derrida’s theory of Deconstruction in its analysis. As 

suggested by Derrida, Deconstruction attempts to observe the contradiction of meanings that are produced within 

a text. In The Giver, human beings are depicted in two contradictory images. Sometimes, they possess human 

beings’ nature which, according to Plato, consists of reason, irrational noble, and irrational ignoble. In some other 

time, they do not have those three features of human beings’ nature. In conducting this study, the writer applied 

Jacques Derrida’s theory of Deconstruction by observing the notion of absence, the binary opposition, the 

inconsistency, and the ambiguity that appear in the text. The writer found that The Giver offers an alternative view 

of human beings. When human beings lose their nature of human beings, they tend to behave more like robots 

because they do not have rationality, emotion, and desire anymore. This condition is considered to be the ruin of 

human beings’ soul and therefore should be avoided. This view on human beings can be seen as   a warning for the 

readers to be aware of themselves as human beings and to make sure that they do not lose their nature of human 

beings. This study offers a new perspective toward the novel The Giver. It because none of the previous studies on 

The Giver seem to set their focus on the nature of human beings as depicted in the novel, especially in the framework 

of Deconstruction. 
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Introduction 

Contradiction in understanding the concepts of certain objects is able to be seen in literary works, such 

as the concept of human being in Lois Lowry’s The Giver. Since its first publication in 1993, The Giver 

has achieved numerous awards and the most prestigious one is Newbery Medal for Best American 

Children in 1994. This novel is considered as one of best classic science fiction novels in the year 1990. 

The story of The Giver is set in the future time. It tells about a society called the “Community”. The 

society lived in “Sameness,” a condition where differences in all aspects of human’s life are forbidden 

among the society. Thus, everybody of the Community lives in the same-shaped dwellings, wears the 

same outfit, rides the same vehicle and more other sameness. Colors as well as emotion and feelings were 

removed from the society by The Elders, a group of people who control the society. Therefore, they live 

their lives only by doing what they were commanded to, with no passion, jealousy, or hatred toward each 

other just like non human beings but they are alive.  

However, in some sequences in the story, the characters are represented as possessing the nature of 

human beings who have reason, irrational noble, and irrational ignoble as suggested by Plato in an article 

written by J. L. Shaw entitled The Nature of Human Beings: East and West (2). Those sequences portray 

ambiguity of the nature of human beings. Furthermore, in some other sequences, the characters are also 

said as the ones who do not have the nature of human beings narrated by the narrator, such as have no 

choices for their lives, feelings, and emotions. Sometimes, children can choose kinds of games they want 

to play, but the adults cannot choose the name for their children since it has been given by The Committee 

without any objection. These ambiguity and inconsistency lead to a new construction of the nature of 

human beings depicted in the novel The Giver. This novel does not merely depict human beings as 
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suggested by Plato, human beings are portrayed differently instead. Therefore, the writer decides that 

Jacques Derrida’s theory of Deconstruction is the most suitable theory to apply in this analysis. 

Derrida believes that language is actually unstable and unreliable which therefore causes the 

emergence of ambiguity within the produced meaning. The ambiguity then becomes one of the things that 

are considered as important element in Deconstruction (Tyson 250-251). Deconstructive reading aims to 

unmask internal contradictions or inconsistencies in the text. Therefore, to gain a better understanding 

about how Deconstruction works in the new concept of human beings portrayed in the novel The Giver, 

one important thing to do is looking at how Deconstruction defines language. 

Another thing to notice is that in language, a word cannot stand for its own meaning. How a word 

produces meaning is inseparable from the meaning of the opposite word. To be clear, Peter Barry in 

Beginning Theory provided the example of this matter by saying “you can’t define night without reference 

to day, or good without reference to evil” (2002, p. 51). In Structuralism, this concept is known as binary 

oppositions. Derrida applied binary oppositions in Deconstruction, but he did not only stop at defining 

the words’ meanings through their contrary definitions. Furthermore, Derrida figured out that binary 

oppositions tend to put one term in a higher position than the other. He also believed that this hierarchical 

position keeps certain ideology behind it. It should be considered that the terms in binary oppositions are 

actually not completely opposite in their meanings (Tyson 254). In The Giver, the binary opposition of 

human beings and non human beings is not able to directly contradict that human beings is opposed to 

non human beings. Therefore, the problem that the writer attempts to answer in this article is about how 

human being’s nature is being deconstructed in Lois Lowry’s novel The Giver. 

In defining the concept of human beings’ nature, Plato, a classical Greek philosopher, suggested an 

important concept that becomes the guidance for the writer in understanding human being’s nature before 

interpreting further the new construction or ideology behind the story. Plato defines the nature of human 

being in the concept of reason (or rationality) and irrational (Shaw 2). Furthermore, he divided the 

irrational part into irrational noble and irrational ignoble. Therefore, there are three features from Plato’s 

point of view about a human being: reason, irrational noble and irrational ignoble which become the basic 

natures that build the self of a human being (Shaw 2). 

According to Plato, reason is the nature that works as a home for mind and ideas. This nature causes 

human being to hold knowledge (Shaw 2). In line with this, Patrick Lee and Robert P. George argue in 

their journal article entitled The Nature and Basis of Human Dignity that reason is the nature which differs 

human being from other creatures which therefore makes human being a person instead of a thing. They 

also state that human being has the natural ability to construct their own lives by producing conceptual or 

logical thoughts and making choices (174). Another argument that supports the fact that human being can 

make choices comes from Franz Magnis-Suseno who said that human beings hold freedom within 

themselves. This freedom lets them to be able to decide which action or behavior to do (Magnis-Suseno 

66). 

Beside reason, human beings also have two irrational parts as their nature. The name “irrational” is 

obviously the opposite of the word rational which means that these natures cannot be treated in the same 

way as reason or rationality. Instead, the irrational parts should be regarded as the instinct of human being 

(Shaw 2). One of the irrational parts is called irrational noble or also known as courage. This nature holds 

certain emotions that tend to be positive (DiosAmboina 4). On the other hands, the other irrational part 

called irrational ignoble holds sensuous appetite of human being (Shaw 2). It is also called as desire and 

considered as the bad side of human soul (DiosAmboina 4). In sum, the reason, irrational noble and 

irrational ignoble are the distinctive natures that distinguish a human being from a non-human being. 

Since the object of this study is a literary work, it is conducted by having close reading method toward 

the novel The Giver as the process of data collection. After the required data are collected, they are 

categorized based on the feature of Deconstruction suggested by Jacques Derrida which consists of 

notions of absence, binary oppositions, ambiguity, and inconsistency. In the first step of close reading 

process, the writer found out that there was not much human being’s nature presenting by the characters 

of the novel. This is the first sign in applying Deconstruction theory. The following close reading 
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processes, the writer found important binary oppositions, many sequences that showed ambiguity of how 

the novel represents human beings, such as on one side, the characters possess the nature of human being 

while on the other side they are depicted as the ones who do not have the nature of human beings. 

Furthermore, by many inconsistency revealed, the contradictory ideas then lead to the new construction 

of human beings’ nature.  

Several studies on The Giver had been conducted previously. For instance, there was one entitled 

Individual and Societal Control in Lois Lowry’s “The Giver” written by Tiina Virtanen. This study 

observed The Giver on the aspect of the control towards the society of the story by using Michael 

Foucault’s theory of power and discipline. Another study that also analyzed The Giver was written by 

Carter F. Hanson entitled The Utopian Function of Memory in Lois Lowry’s “The Giver”. Hanson 

investigated the significance of memory in the society of The Giver by using the utopian theory by Ernst 

Bloch, a Marxist philosopher. This study purposes to fill the gap of the analysis towards the novel The 

Giver since none of them discussed the new construction of human beings’ nature portrayed in the novel 

by using eDerrida’s Deconstruction theory. 

Other studies that help the writer in applying the theory of Deconstruction are Amalia Ayu Wijayanti’s 

Deconstructing the Portrayals of Adults Superiority towards Children in the Society in Orson Scott Card’s 

“Enders Game” and Bagus Wijoseno’s Deconstructing The Richard Dawkins’ “The God Delusion”. 

Derrida’s theory of Deconstruction is also used in the analysis of these two previous studies. Both of these 

studies used literary works, one was also a science fiction novel, the same as the writer’s novel genre, 

while the other one used a theology nonfiction work. Thus, these studies are seen as important references 

for the writer’s study since they help the writer to have better understanding on the steps in analyzing a 

novel using Derrida’s Deconstruction theory. 

Despite of those previous studies, none of them seem to take the nature of human being in the text’s 

society, especially through the perspective of Deconstruction, as their concerns in the studies. Therefore, 

the writer is interested to conduct this study using the theory of Deconstruction to analyze deeper about 

the phenomenon of Deconstruction that occurs in this novel and offer a new construction of human beings’ 

nature portrayed in the text. 

The Notions of Absence 

The absence of reason 

Reason is the nature that is known to cause human beings to be able to think and to have knowledge. 

Reason does not only bring knowledge to human beings, but also the ability to think and to make choices. 

They are supposed to be able to construct their own lives due to their ability to produce conceptual and 

logical thoughts (Lee and George 174). In The Giver, there are some descriptions saying that they do not 

have those choices since almost each aspect of their life are assigned by The Committee. When the 

children grow up, it is not them that choose their future job, but The Committee. It is shown through the 

narration where some characters are given their job:“My friend Yoshiko was surprised by her selection 

as a Doctor,… Andrei was given the Assignment of Engineer and he was delighted” (21). 

Not only the future job or Assignment, but the appearance of the community members is also assigned 

by The Committee. Even parents cannot choose the name for their children since it is also assigned. It can 

be seen from the quotations from the novel below: 

“The little girl nodded and looked down at herself, at the jacket with its row of large buttons that designated 

her as a Seven. Fours, Fives, and Sixes, all wore jackets that fastened down the back…” (52). 

“…as each child’s hair was snipped neatly into its distinguishing cut: females lost their braids at Ten, and 

males, too, relinquished their long childish hair and took on the more manly short style which exposed their 

ears” (59). 

“…and Jonas watched as one after another each newchild was given a name and handed by the Nurturers 

to its new family unit” (55). 
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All the description above shows that human beings in The Giver do not have reason or rationality since 

they cannot think and make the choices for their lives. 

The absence of irrational noble 

Another feature of human beings’ nature that is absent from the characters of The Giver is irrational 

noble. Irrational noble is also known as courage (DiosAmboina 4). There is a line from the novel which 

says “Courage… Only one of us here today has ever undergone the rigorous training required of a 

Receiver. …It was he who reminded us, again and again, of the courage required” (78). The quotation 

explains that courage can only be earned through the training process of a Receiver. It implies that the 

Receiver is the only one who has courage, while the other characters do not have it. 

Irrational noble also deals with feelings. Feelings are the things that naturally belong to human beings 

(Russell 426). From this, it can be inferred that human beings’ selves cannot be separated from the 

existence of feelings. Nevertheless, feelings, especially love, are said to be gone in the society of The 

Giver. It is shown by a dialogue between the main characters, The Giver and Jonas. 

“I certainly like the memory, though. I can see why it’s your favorite. I couldn’t quite get the word for the 

whole feeling of it, the feeling that was so strong in the room.” 

“Love,” The Giver told him. Jonas repeated it. “Love.” It was a word and concept new to him (157). 

The dialogue clearly indicates that Jonas has never known about the feeling of love. There is also 

another dialogue between Jonas and his father that indicates the lack of recognition for feelings. 

“Do you love me?” There was an awkward silence for a moment. Then Father gave a little chuckle. “Jonas. 

You, of all people. Precision of language, please!” (159). 

It can be seen from the dialogue above that Jonas’ father does not even seem to understand what his 

son is talking about. It means that the father does not recognize feelings. Since human beings in The Giver 

are depicted as the ones who do not have courage and feelings, it can be said that they also lose their 

irrational noble. 

The absence of irrational ignoble 

The third feature of human beings’ nature, irrational ignoble, also cannot be found in human beings in 

The Giver. What lays in irrational ignoble is humans’ desire, including sexual desire (Salam 69). In The 

Giver, there is a condition where a person starts to have sexual interest toward the others. “I wanted her 

to take off her clothes and get into the tub…I want to bathe her. I had the sponge in my hand. But she 

wouldn’t. She kept laughing and saying no” (45). It is also explained in the novel that this condition is 

called as the Stirrings. “…the feeling you described as the wanting? It was your first Stirrings” (47). 

Apparently, his desire is forbidden so that the person should take certain pill in order to suppress the 

desire. 

“You’re ready for the pills, that’s all. That’s the treatment for Stirrings” (Lowry 48). 

“If you forget, the Stirrings will come back. The dreams of the Stirrings will come back. Sometimes the 

dosage must be adjusted” (Lowry 49). 

By looking at the novel’s lines that are cited above, it is clear that the pill is supposed to get rid of the 

desire from human beings. Since human beings in the story consume the pills, it means that they do not 

have any sexual desire which also means that they do not have irrational ignoble. 

The Binary Opposition 

Human beings are characterized by their nature which is, as suggested by Plato, consists of reason, 

irrational noble, and irrational ignoble. Human beings’ nature is an important thing that distinguishes 

human beings from non human beings. Therefore, the absence of human beings’ nature might cause them 

to be categorized as a non human being. The binary opposition between human beings and non human 

beings emerges in the narration of the novel The Giver. 
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Informed vs. Uninformed 

The characters that are categorized as human beings are those who show the features of human beings 

nature in living their lives. These characters are depicted as the ones with reason which cause them to 

think and have knowledge. It is proven by the descriptions in the novel which include studying or and 

school as their daily activities, as mentioned in the line “And I studied hard in school, as you do, Jonas” 

(19). One of the characters even obviously considered as intelligent, as what is said in the novel, 

“Intelligence,” she said. “We are all aware that Jonas has been a top student throughout his school days” 

(78). 

On the other hands, the characters that are categorized as non human beings, who certainly have no 

reason, do not have access to any knowledge except for the basic information of their society, such as the 

use of language, the rules, and instructions related to their occupation. It can be seen in the line “In his 

own dwelling, there were the necessary reference volumes that each household contained: a dictionary, 

and the thick community volume which contained descriptions of every office, factory, building, and 

committee. And the Book of Rules, of course” (94). Consequently, they became unaware of knowledge 

outside the things mentioned above, as what is stated in the novel: “He couldn’t imagine what the 

thousands of page contained. Could there be rules of beyond the rules that governed the community? 

Could there be more descriptions of offices and factories and committees?” (94). 

Able to make choices vs. Not able to make choices 

Due to their reason, human beings are also depicted to be able to make choices, just like when the 

school kids can choose their favorite volunteer activity and their favorite place to spend the volunteer 

hours. It can be seen from the citation below: 

“They almost invariably did their hours on Recreation Duty first, helping with the younger ones in a place 

where they still felt comfortable. But with guidance, as they developed self-confidence and maturity, they 

moved on to other jobs, gravitating toward those that would suit their own interests and skills” (34). 

In the contrary, human beings lose their ability to make choices if they do not have reason. It because 

they can no longer think about what is good for their lives. Therefore, they live their lives only by doing 

what is instructed or assigned for them which is shown in the description below. 

“My friend Yoshiko was surprised by her selection as a Doctor,…Andrei was given the Assignment of 

Engineer and he was delighted” (21). 

“The little girl nodded and looked down at herself, at the jacket with its row of large buttons that designated 

her as a Seven. Fours, Fives, and Sixes, all wore jackets that fastened down the back ...” (52). 

Emotional vs. Unemotional 

Human beings with their irrational noble can have feelings within themselves. “You can understand, 

then, that that’s what I felt for Rosemary. …I loved her” (177). This line shows that the character knows 

the feeling of love. It is the opposite of the description of the characters who do not have irrational noble. 

There is alos a sequence showing that they cannot recognize any feeling including love. It can be seen 

when a character asks his father if he loves him. The father answers by saying “Jonas. You, of all people. 

Precision of language, please!” (159). The answer indicates that the father do not understand about the 

feeling of love. 

Having sexual desire vs. Not having sexual desire 

Human beings naturally have sexual desire towards others due to their irrational ignoble. It is also 

depicted in the novel The Giver when a character dreams about his female friend and says “I wanted her 

to take off her clothes and get into the tub…I want to bathe her. I had the sponge in my hand. But she 

wouldn’t. She kept laughing and saying no” (45). The society in The Giver call this as Stirrings and this 

is somewhat forbidden. The characters should suppress this desire by taking certain pills. “If you forget, 

the Stirrings will come back. The dreams of the Stirrings will come back. Sometimes the dosage must be 

adjusted” (49). This line indicates that the characters will not have sexual desire as long as they take the 

pills. This also means that those who take the pills do not have their irrational ignoble anymore. 
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The Inconsistency 

The inconsistent view toward differences 

In the community where the story of The Giver takes place, being different is something that is 

avoided. Even talking about the differences that happen to other people is not suggested because it might 

lead to an uncomfortable situation. 

“It was the sort of thing one didn’t ask a friend about because it might have fallen into that uncomfortable 

category of ‘being different.’ Asher took a pill each morning; Jonas did not. Always better, less rude, to 

talk about the things that were the same” (Lowry 48). 

“You Elevens have spent all your years till now learning to fit in, to standardize your behavior, to curb any 

impulse that might set you apart from the group” (65). 

The quotations above show that being different is seen by the community as something that is shameful 

and rather insulting. Therefore, the members of the community tend to avoid differences. Nevertheless, 

The Giver also provides an event where the difference is seen as something good and appreciated.  

 “Then the Chief Elder moves ahead in her speech. “This is the time,” she began, looking directly at them, 

“when we acknowledge differences” (65). 

The Chief Elder says, “But today we honor your differences. They have determined your futures” (65). 

In the latter quotation above, differences are even considered to be something important. They are 

important enough to determine the future of the community members.  

The inconsistent response toward rules violation 

The members of the community in The Giver show different responses toward rules violation from 

one person to another. There is a character named Jonas whose mother works in Department of Justice 

and she is responsible for the acts of rules violations. She has a very strict attitude toward rule-breaking. 

She constantly reminds the member of her family unit when they show a possibility of breaking the rules. 

For instance, when Jonas’ sister suggests them to have something that is actually forbidden, she said, 

“Lily,…you know the rules” (11). However, Jonas’ mother shows a different response when Jonas’ father 

tells his family about him breaking a rule in his workplace in the past.  

“It didn’t seem a terribly important rule, but the fact that his father had broken a rule at all awed him. He 

glanced at his mother, the one responsible for adherence to the rules, and was relieved that she was smiling” 

(17). 

In the quotation above, rules violation does not seem to be a problem. Instead of showing signs of 

disagreement, Jonas’ mother seems to be okay with her husband’s act. 

The Ambiguity 

The ambiguity that appears in The Giver is initially triggered by the absence of human beings’ nature 

(reason, irrational noble, and irrational ignoble) from the characters. Human beings nature is something 

essential for human beings. The characters in The Giver are said to be human beings, but they do not have 

the essential nature of human beings. This leads the readers to question what kind of human beings are 

being portrayed in The Giver. 

Since human beings’ nature is an essential thing for human beings, the absence of it makes the 

characters in The Giver can hardly be considered to be human beings anymore. It then results the 

formation of binary opposition between human beings and non-human beings. Human beings are those 

who have the three features of human being’s nature and vice versa. 

The Giver apparently depicts its characters as both human beings and non-human beings. Sometimes, 

they are said to have the features of reason, irrational noble, and irrational ignoble. In some other time, 

they are depicted on the other way around. Therefore, it can be said that The Giver is inconsistent in 

describing its characters. 
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The explanations in the previous section about the notions of absence, the binary opposition, and the 

inconsistency that appear through the narration of The Giver then lead to an ambiguity in seeing the 

meaning about human beings that is offered by the novel. 

The Deconstructed Meaning of Human Beings’ Nature 

In the novel, the characters are all human beings but not all of them have reason, irrational noble, and 

irrational ignoble, which are suggested by Plato as the features of human beings’ nature. The absence of 

those features from the characters in The Giver makes them behave more like robots than human beings. 

They lose their ability to think and make choices. Therefore, they only do what they are commanded to 

do without making any consideration. The characters also resemble robots in terms of emotions. They do 

not have feelings desire, which is actually the characteristic of robots. 

Conclusion 

The novel The Giver offers two contradictory views in defining human beings. The first view is that 

human beings cannot be separated from their nature which consists of reason, irrational noble, and 

irrational ignoble. On the other hand, some other sequences of the novel also depict human beings who 

do not have the three features of human beings nature. Consequently, they live their lives only by 

following orders without trying to think for themselves. This makes human beings seems to be more like 

robots, as it is commonly known that robots are designed to obeying orders. Robots are also known as 

machines without feelings or desire, which also suits some of the depictions of human beings in the novel. 

In short, The Giver proposes the meaning on human beings nature in which human beings resemble robots 

in term of behavior. 

The meaning about human beings nature as offered by the novel can be seen as a warning that human 

beings are more likely to increase the resemblance between them and robots. It might happen in the case 

where human beings are too caught up with their works and business and become unaware of their 

surroundings. The resemblance might also occur in terms of feelings since human beings are possibly 

lacking of empathy which results in their ignorance toward others’ presence and condition. This situation 

can be said as the ruin of humans’ soul because they might start to forget the quality within themselves 

which makes them human and distinguishes them from other beings. Therefore, human beings are warned 

to be more aware of themselves and make sure they do not lose their human beings’ nature in order to 

avoid the ruin of human’s soul. 
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